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Contemporary Artists Give CenturiesOld Ceramics a Modern Twist
Starting in the 16th century, international trade began to leave its traces on tableware as
European and Asian ceramics were created for newly opened export markets. Contemporary
artists are now mining the rich heritage of these styles
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State of Clay
Australian artist Stephen Bowers’s Camouflage Plate blends “shards” inspired by iconic
English and French textile design, early maps and his own depictions of the natural
world, making historical references—in this case an 18th-century struggle over
Australian territory—while pointing to current society’s fragmentation from nature.
Camouflage Plate, by Stephen Bowers, price upon request, ferrincontemporary.com
Bouke de Vries, who began his ceramics
career in restoration, gives new life to
period works from his home country, Holland, and other cultures. To create his
Fragmented Vase 3 (above), he employed the Japanese technique of kintsugi, in which
lacquer mixed with metal powder is used to repair fractured pieces, to fuse an 18thcentury delft jug, an early-20th-century Japanese vase and an 18th-century Chinese tea
caddy. Fragmented Vase 3, by Bouke de Vries, price upon request, ferrincontemporary.com

Pattern Play
In True Love (above), Virginia-based artist Michelle Erickson reimagines a style of
vessel originally developed in medieval Persia and then readapted by 17th-century
Dutch and English delft and slipware potters for drinking posset, a festive libation.
Erickson was inspired by Chaucer’s poem “The Parliament of Fowls,” a 14th-century
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meditation on nature and
love, for the imagery. True
Love, by Michelle Erickson,
price upon request,
michelleericksonceramics.com
Carol McNicoll figures among
the women artists who made
ceramics a serious art form in
1970s London. Her Cup Dish
comprises a vase and cups,
which are casts of found
objects, connected to a
wooden leaf dish she
purchased in a secondhand
shop. The transfer motif
applied to the vase is taken
from a photo of a halfdemolished building and a
communications antenna—a
reference to the urban
environment. Cup Dish, by
Carol McNicoll, $4,266,
marsdenwoo.com
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Joining Forces
“I rescue damaged images
from obsolescence to give
them new life and meaning,”
says British artist Paul Scott of
the work he does mending and
piecing together disparate
fragments of antique
ceramics. His piece The
Garden Series, Tower
Buddleia (shown) uses the
Japanese kintsugi method to
bind with gold leaf two pieces
of transferware by Copeland
and Spode, juxtaposing
Chinese pagodas made for the
English market with a
classical Italianate landscape.
The Garden Series, Tower
Buddleia, by Paul Scott, price
upon request,
ferrincontemporary.com

Lines of Thought
The son of Puerto Rican
immigrants, American artist
Roberto Lugo was influenced
in his technique by the skilled
artisans he observed at a
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Hungarian porcelain
manufacturer. In pieces like
Obama and Me (shown), he uses his pottery as a medium for social activism,
commenting on race, class and politics in American culture. Obama and Me, by Roberto
Lugo, $38,000, wexlergallery.com
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chief designer has once again brought Steve
Jobs’s exacting design vision to life.
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Vince Staples Returns With a New Album
The rapper’s ‘Big Fish Theory’ affirms his standing as one of music’s most
important voices
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